
Teaching Aids (Provided): TRD

Concept- Value Connection:

A formal request for leave on the designated dates made to higher authorities is known as a leave application.

E.g., School leave letters are used to notify teachers of a student’s temporary absence from school. It is the

duty of every student to keep his or her teacher informed about their absence.

Type: Activity (Discussion)

The teacher introduces the concept by asking the following questions to the students:

List at least five duties that the students are expected to perform in school.

Once the students list them, teacher can list the few duties to practice in school:

● Be punctual and dutiful

● Respect all teachers

● Maintain discipline

● Keep the school neat and clean

● Follow the rules & regulations of the school

● Finish the assignments and homework on time

Notes to the teacher

· Narrate the following situation to the students

· Follow it up with questions

· Wait for the students to respond, and then discuss

Raju loved to play football. Raju was a very talented football player, and he often played for the local team.

Most of the teachers know that Raju is a very good player. They were looking for him to inform them that he

got a chance to play football in the district-level matches. Unfortunately, Raju’s father was admitted to the

hospital and so he couldn't attend school for 2 days. But he failed to inform the teachers about his absence

and reason. Since the school had to submit the name by that time, they chose to send Mohan, who was also a

talented player, along with his parents consent and commitment to the district team.

Discussion Questions:
1. What duty has Raju overlooked to perform?

Raju failed to inform his teachers of his absence.
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2. What if Raju had told the teachers about his absence?

● By knowing the reason for his absence, the teachers would have made arrangements to

communicate with him on the selection.

● They would have requested the authorities for a grace day to submit the names.

● One of the most important duties of students is to notify their teachers when they will be

absent from school so that, in their absence, the teacher can assist the students if necessary.

Summing up:
Being dutiful as a student means:

● Following the rules and regulations of the school.

● Taking responsibility for your words and actions.

● Performing all duties with love.
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